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Blues in the Schools in Eugene, Oregon, is a program of the Rainy Day Blues Society and offers free music... During a recent program at a kindergarten, we demonstrated a popular folk song the regular way versus a bluesy version and asked the kids what difference they could perceive. One girl's reply: the blues one is "beatier." (lol â€œ more beats in it). Blues in the Schools is with Mitchell Jay Penner in Eugene, Oregon. 6 April 2012 Â· Middle school music students at Kennedy in Eugene, Oregon got their mojo working with the Blues in the Schools musicians today. A number of them plan to attend tomorrow's BluesOut! Under 21 Blues Jam run by the Rainy Day Blues Society. Also, listen Blues in the Schools offers the opportunity for students of all ages to engage in multidisciplinary, whole-language learning using the study of music, math, language arts, history, anthropology, and sociology in a hands-on approach celebrating creative self-expression. By bringing the blues genre into the classroom, students are exposed to these traditional subjects, while breaking down racial barriers and opening dialogue about cultural diversity. Why Blues in the Schools? Cultural Understanding. Through the study of Blues traditions, educators can address the important issues of the color li